In the study of the biochemistry of the DNA molecule [l-3] , of the statistical mechanics of large molecules in general [4] , and elsewhere, one is led to postulate models of behavior in which the molecule is treated like a "word," and the individual bases arranged on the molecule are the "letters." A useful simplifying assumption is then that the informationcarrying properties of these molecules depend only on (a) the number of letters of each type and (b) a nearest-neighbor interaction in which the frequency of each letter pair is relevant, but triples,..., can be ignored. In such a model, one is soon led to consideration of the following purely combinatorial question:
Let vi (i = l,..., n) be given positive integers, and let Vet (i, j = I,..., n) be given nonnegative integers. How many words can be made from an alphabet of n letters, in such a way that the letter i appears exactly vi times in the word (i = l,..., n), and exactly vii times the letter i is followed by the letter j (i, j = l,..., n)?
We deal with this question both in the form given above, in which case we are able to give an exact, closed solution, and in the symmetric form, in which the matrix elements vii represent the number of occurrences of the unordered adjacent pair g in the word, so that vij = vij (i, j = l,..., n), where we cannot give a complete solution, but can only relate the solution to a well-known unsolved problem of considerable difficulty.
With reference to the problem stated above, our solution is that the number of words satisfying the conditions is exactly
if one of the consistency conditions (5), (9) is met, and there are no solutions otherwise.
As an example, suppose Vl = 4, UC& = 2, VQ = 1, 1'11 = 1, VI2 = 2, v,, = 0,
Then (1) yields
The six solution-words are:
AABABCA, AABCABA, ABAABCA, ABABCAA, ABCAABA, ABCABAA.
To prove (l), we first reduce the problem to the case where all vii = 0, i.e., blocks of letters of length > 1 do not appear. Indeed, for each solution of the reduced problem we obtain I! ("iv; ') i=l (2) solutions of the original problem by replacing the jth appearance of letter i by a block of i's of length r, where ri > 0 (j = l,..., vi -vii) and vi = r, + r2 + *-a + rI
The number of representations (3) with all ri 3 1 is well known to be (z;'), and (2) follows. We therefore concern ourselves only with the reduced problem. Next, with the given data we associate a directed multigraph G, as follows: The vertices of G are the IZ letters 1, 2,..., IZ. There are exactly vij directed arcs from i to j (i, j = I,..., n) in G.
Consider, now, a solution-word
of our problem, and suppose first that i1 # ip . Then the word w corresponds to an Euler path on the edges of G, beginning at vertex il , and ending at ip ; i.e., each arc of G is used exactly once in the walk iI -+ iz + ... + i, on the arcs of G. By the well-known theorem of I. J. Good [5] , G must satisfy the conditions for the existence of an Euler path, namely (4
Hence conditions (5) are necessary and suficient for the existence of a solution-word w in which iI # iQ , and if (5) is satisjied all solution words begin with the same letter il and all end with the same letter i, .
We remark that conditions (5) are valid for the unreduced problem as well, and can therefore be applied directly to the original data.
An Euler path on G corresponds to a unique solution-word w, namely the vertex-sequence along the path. Conversely, a solution word w corresponds to many Euler paths. In fact, if 8: el , e2 ,..., eE (6) is an Euler path corresponding to w of (4), fix any pair of letters i, j (i #j). There are, in the sequence (6), vii edges which join vertex i to vertex j. The order in which these Uij edges appear in B may be permuted arbitrarily, and w will remain invariant. Therefore, to w correspond exactly ; (Vij 9
different Euler paths. It remains to count the Euler paths of G. Adjoin to the graph G a new vertex x. Draw a directed edge from x to il and from iq to x. There is a 1 -1 correspondence between Euler paths on G and Euler circuits on this new graph G, . The number of Euler circuits on a directed graph is given by the theorem of de Bruijn-Ehrenfest, Smith-Tutte [6, 71, the "BEST" theorem, which in this case gives %fi (vi -vii -l)! det(v& -vi&+ (8) for the number of Euler circuits on G, , and therefore for the number of paths on G, also. If we combine (2), (7), (8), we obtain (l), which settles the case where il # ip in all solution words, i.e., where (5) holds.
Suppose, now, that in a solution word w, of the form (4), we have il = iQ . Then corresponding to w is an Euler circuit on G, and Good's [5] theorem implies that the conditions (a) Again, conditions (9) also apply directly to the original, unreduced problem.
To find the number of solution-words in the case (9), we adjoin a new letter x, with the data v, = 1, and vi.3c = 0 (i = l,..., n); v,,~ = 6i,il (i = l,..., n); vz,z = 0.
Any solution-word of the modified problem is of the form . . x, h 3 12 ,**a, 1, in which we must have i, = il . Indeed the associated graph is of Eulerianpath type in which x is the initial vertex and iI is the terminal vertex of all paths because it is the unique vertex whose in-valence is 1 greater than its out-valence. Thus any solution of the modified problem is of the form (x, w), where w is a solution of the original problem. The modified problem is of the type (5) which we have already counted by (1). If we apply this result to the modified problem and expand by minors down column x, we obtain the formula (1) again, completing the proof.
We turn now to the symmetric form of the problem, where our answers are much less complete. As before, we have vi appearances of i in our words, and vii appearances of the adjacent unordered pair ij(i, j = l,..., n). The number of solution-words is now given by (10) if the consistency conditions (11) are met (N = 0 otherwise), where G is the undirected multigraph associated with the reduced problem, and E(G) is the number of Euler paths on G between i1 and i, (il and i, defined by (1 I)), or the number of Euler circuits on G (if il = i,). (We regard Euler circuits which differ by only a cyclic permutation of edges as distinct.)
The consistency conditions are well-known from Euler's original solution of the "Kiinigsberg bridges" problem. They are &Zk = 2vZ -vZZ -8Z.i, -6Z,iq (I = l,..., n). (11) Equations (11) define the indices il , ia from the input data. If il = i, , all words begin and end with il, while if il # iq half of the solution words will begin with il and end with iq , and the other half will be obtained from the first by reversing the sequence of letters.
There are no formulas for E(G). Indeed E(&,+1) is unknown. Our contribution to this part of the problem will consist in giving the exact solution for the cases of IZ = 2, 3, or 4 letters. We note further that twosided inequalities for E(G) in the symmetric case can be found in Tutte 181.
First, if n = 2 it is easy to see that there are N = ("', 'rv, ') solutions if il # i, in (ll), or N = (", ')(:3 solutions if il = iQ . We follow the convention here, that (g) = 0 unless O<pn<n. Now suppose n = 3, and consider the reduced problem (vii = 0, i = 1,2,3). From a solution-word w we can remove all occurrences of some fixed letter, m. The resulting word of 2 letters will be called a preword. That is, a preword is a word of 2 letters to which Y, m's can be added so as to make a solution-word of the reduced problem on 3 letters. Our aim is to count the number of prewords and then to see in how many ways the missing letter can be added to make a solution-word.
We assert that for n = 3, given parameters which satisfy (11) with iI # i, and with vkk = 0, k = 1,2, 3, the number of prewords on letters il and i, is given by
Now a suitable preword is a word in the letters il and i, which begins with il , ends with ia , and which has il and ia adjacent at least viii, times. We must check that every such word p can be extended to a solution word w. We add the third letter, k, to a wordp as follows.
(i) Whenever an il or an iq is adjacent to itself in p, a k must be inserted between the two identical letters.
(ii) All the remaining k's must be inserted between an il and an i, inp. Thus the resulting word w is a reduced word by (i), and we must only check the adjacencies resulting from (ii). We have i1 and k adjacent 2(vi, -+(v' + 21+ 1)) + x times, i, and k adjacent 2(uig -+(v' + 21+ 1)) + x times, and il and i, adjacent v' + 21-x times.
Using the conditions of (11) we see that these numbers are equal to the three numbers vilk , viQk , as claimed. and v~,~, , respectively. Thus w is a solution-word To count prewords which lead to solution-words of the form w = il ,..., il the same procedure will produce the number (13) for the number of prewords which use just the two letters il, j, where j E (1, 2,3}, j f il , and where v = [(viii + 1)/2].
We can now give the complete answer to the symmetric problem when rr = 3. Given parameters which satisfy (11) In both formulas the initial product of binomial coefficients results from unreduced words as we have seen in (2) .
To establish (14) and (15) we must count the number of ways in which a given preword can be extended to a solution-word. Notice that in the count of prewords, only in step (ii) did we have some freedom of choice in inserting the third letter. In the case of (14) choices. Similarly in the case of (15) we find we have (2vv;21 , m E{l, 2,3}, m # il choices.
As shown above each such choice gives a solution-word. Furthermore, for a fixed preword each such choice gives a different solution-word, and no solution-word can be created from 2 different prewords. Thus (14) and (15) follow.
We have also the solution for four letters, obtained by the same method, but we believe it to be too lengthy to warrant its appearance here.
